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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 

1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERI VED UNITS 

M etric English 

Symbol 
Abbrevia- Abbrevia-Unit tion Unit tion 

Length __ __ ___ l m eter _____ _____ ________ m foot (or mile) __ ___ ____ ft . (or mi.) 
Time _______ __ t second ____ _____ ____ __ __ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force ________ _ F weigh t of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound ___ __ lb. 

Power _______ _ P horsepower (metric) __ ____ -- - ------- horsepower _____ ______ hp. 
Speed _______ __ V {k ilometers per h OUL _____ k.p.h. m iles per h OUL __ __ ___ m .p .h . 

m eters per second ___ __ __ m.p .s. feet per second ________ f.p. s. 
I 

2. GENE RAL SYMBOLS 

Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 

m/s2 or 32.1740 ft ./sec.2 

W Mass = -
g 

Moment of inertia = mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 

Ooefficient of viscosity 

11, Kinemn,tic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4-s2 at 

15° O. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib .-ft .-4 sec. 2 

Specific weight of "standard II air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu.ft. 

3. AERODl'N AMIC SYMDOLS 

Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 

Aspect ratio 

True air speed 

Dynamic pressure = ~p V 2 

Lift , absolute coefficient OL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 

Profile drag, absolute coefficient OD. = ~S 

Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD, = ~S 

Parasite drag, absolute coefficient OD = DS'P 
P q 

Oross-wind force, absolute coefficient 0 0 = q~ 
Resultant force 

Q, 
D, 
Vl 

p-, 
Jl. 

Angle of setting of wmgs (relative to thrust 
line) 

Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 

Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 

Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° 0., the cor
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m .p .s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 

Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p . from leading edge to chord length) 

Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero

lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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AIR CONDITIONS CLOSE TO THE GROUND AND THE EFFECT ON AffiPLANE 
LANDINGS 

By F. L. THOMPSON, W. C. PECK, and A. P. BEARD 

SUMMARY 

This paper report an. investigation undertaken to 
determine the jeasibility oj making glide landings in 
gusty air. Wind velocities were measured at several 
station between the ground and a height oj 51 feet, and 
flight tests were made to determine the actual influence 
oj gusts on an airplane gliding close to the ground. The 
airplane used Jor the flight tests was equipped with a 
landing gear oj unusually long travel 0 that glide land
ings with the elevator fixed could be made under favorable 
air conditions. In very gusty air the glides with fixed 
elevator were terminated at a saje altitude without actual 
landings. 

The results of the wind measurements indicate an 
average i ncrea e in velocity with height in accordance 

'th t1 . V (11,)1 /7 ?oJ" ' , , 
w~ lIe expresswn VI = ht . J,l/LaX'lmum. vanatwns 

in the horizontal components of wind velocity were jound 
to be oj the order oj ± 4- miles per hour without percep
tible dependence on the average velocity or height, while 
maximum variations in vertical components were oj the 
same order at the higher elevation, decreasing with 
height but with no perceptible dependence on wind ve
locity, Unchecked glide landings in g1t8ty ai1' with the 
conventional airplane were jound to be unduly hazardous. 
The hazard would tend to be reduced, however, by the 
addition oj a high-lift device that extends the lift curve 
without modifying the lift charactel'i tics in the normal 
range oj angle oj attack. 

INTROD CTION 

The ability to land an airplane in a restricted pace 
has long been recognized as an item of importance in 
connection with the general problem of safety of 
flight, In a previou inve tigation with several air
plane (reference 1) it wa found that the horizontal 
distance traver ed during the approach for a landing 
and the sub equent landing run could be greatly re
duced if the llight path during the approach were a 
steady glide without the usual flare. It was con
cluded that such landing would be fea ible in mooth 
air, although the vertical velocities at contact would 
be considerably greater than those normally encoun
tered and special landing gears would be required, A 

the practicability of making such landings in gusty 
air remained questionable, the need for further in ves
tigation was indicated. 

The present inve tigation wa undertaken to de
termine the feasibility of glide landings in gusty air. 
Two more or Ie s independent lines of attack were 
followed. In one serie , measurements were made to 
determine the magnitude of the fluctuations in wind 
velocitie likely to be encountered by a landing air
plane, a fairly extensive literature on the subject of 
wind fluctuation having been found to be inapplicable 
to the specific problem. In the other series, landing 
tests were made of an airplane equipped with a speciaJ 
long-travel landing gear. For the wind-velocity 
measurement, an apparatus wa con tructed to 
record simultaneou Iy the velocitie at varion heights 
up to 51 feet. For the landing te t , the motion of 
the airplane wa recorded by iLll apparatus which 
con isted of a motion-pictme camora set up to per
form the combined functions of a camera and a re
cording theodolite and which will be referred to here
jnafter as a 1/ recording photo theodolite. " 

The investigation was conducted by the ational 
Advi ory Committee for Aeronautics at Langley 
Field, Va. The experiment were made at v:nious 
time during a period of about 1 year, ending early in 
1933. In general, no attempt was made to carryon 
the experimental work of the two pha e of the in
ve tigation imultaneou ly, inasmuch as it wa not 
fea ible to make the landing te t and the wind
velocity mea uremen t on the ame portion of the 
field. 

WIND MEASUREMENTS 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

Apparatus.-A simple method wa devi ed to deter
mine the di.rection and magnitude of the wind at vari
ou elevation. A portable ma t with indictLLor unit 
located at heights of 6, 11,21,36, tLllu51 feeL wa us d 
(fig. 1). Each unit (fig. 2) con i ted of a vane with 
vertical and horizontal fin to indicate the inclination 
of the wind to the horizontal, and a pair of light 
V- haped pendulum to indicate the magnitude of the 
wind. The vane and pendulum were mounted on a 
horizontal shaft about which they were free to rotate 
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independently, the horizontal shaft in turn being free 
Lo rotate abo ut a vertical axis so as to keep the unit 
properly alincd with the direction of the wind. Simul
taneous record of the inclinations of all indicators were 
obtained with a motion-picture camera using standard-
ize film. 

The pendulum were calibrated for a horizontal wind 
in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, identical calibration 
being obtain d for all pendulum by increasing or de
crea ing the angle included between the sides of each 
of the pendulums. As the inclination of the V-shaped 
pendulum depended on both the magnitude and the 
direction of the wind, it was neces ary to obtain cali-

FIG UIlE I.- Irioo mast. 

brations for inclined winds. In order to obtain such 
calibration , the aerodynamic moment for each inclina
tion of the pendulums was equated to the weight 
moment and was assumed to be a function of dynamic 
pressure and angle of attack. The relation between 
these variables and the actual weight moment of the 
penduhmls for all inclination wa then u cd to e tab
lish the cali bra tion for inclined winds. 

Procedure.- V{hen reco rd s were take n, th e mast was 
located a distance of about 00 feet from the nearest 
obstruction . The area wept by the oncoming wind 
wa level and gra y for a minimum distance of 1,000 
feet, beyond which the ground was covered with brush 
and small trees. The camera was mounted 4 feet 

above the ground and 110 feet from the base of the 
mast, laterally level but wiLh the optical axis inclined 
11 0 above the horizontal in a ver tical ph-we co ntaining 
the mast and approximately perpendicular to the 
direction of the prevailino- wind. A similar set-up was 
used in each case so that corrections for inclination of 
the camera would be simplified. 

Most of the records were taken with the camera 
operated intermittently so as to obtain one image each 
second for a period of 30 to 40 econds. A few l·ecord 
were taken, however, with the camera operating at the 
rate of 16 expo ures per second in order to determine 
the rapidity of wind variations and response of the 
indicator. Wbile the records were being made the 
average wind velocity at a height of 6 feet was also 
determined with a vane-type anemometer. 

For the evaluation of data the photographs were 
projected on a tran lucent gla screen with an enlarge
ment factor of 15. Angles of the vanes and pendulums 

Distinctive strip es 
~W--I-t-.Jrfor photogrophing 

FIGURE 2.- Uoit for Indicating wind speed nnd inclinatioo. 

were then read with a protractor. Corrections were 
made for the effect of the vertical inclination of the 
camera. The proper calibration to use for each unit 
was determined by reference to the inclination of the 
wind as indicated by the vane of that unit. 

RESULTS 

Time histories of the magnitude and inclination of 
the wind at the elevations of 6, 11, 21, 36, and 51 feet 
are shown in figures 3 to 9, inclu ive. These results 
were obtained in winds of average ground velocities 
ranging from to 16 miles per hour at an elevation of 
6 feet as measured by a vane-type anemometer over a 
period of several minutes. Positive inclinations in 
these figures indicate upward components of velocity. 

A very definite increase in the magnitude of the 
average wind velocity with increasing altitude is at 
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once apparent from an examination of these results. 
The average gradient with altitude for each wind con
dition was determined by averaging the ratio of ve
locities at various elevations to the velocities at 51 
feet. The gradients thus obtained showed somewhat 
different characteristics but no consistent variation 
with average wind speed. The average gradient for 
the entire serie of measurements is represented by the 
olid line in figure 10. It is interesting to obsenTe that 

thi curve follows fairly closely a gradient rep res en ted 
V (h )1/7 by the expres ion VI = hi a shown by the broken 

line in figure 10. Other re ults, such as those reported 
by chmidt in reference 2 (see also reference 3 and 4), 
indicate that the gradient may conform to this type 
of expre sion with exponents varying between 1/3 
and 1/7. 

Of greater importance than the a "enlge gradient 
witl' llCight are the fluctuations with time a regards 
bota tbe magnitude of the velocity and the inclination 
to the horizontal. The maximum fluctuations in 
magnitude were generally of the order of ± 4 mile per 
hour from the average at any height, there being no 
pronounced dependence on either the height or the 
maernitude of the nominal wind velocity, except thl1t 
at the highe t wind speed there were occa ional 
fluctuations as great a 6 mile per hour. The fluctua
tions in inclination, on the other hand, show a pro
nounced clecrea e in magnitude with increased wind 
speed, as well as a fairly definite tendency for the 
fluctuations to de rease in magnitude wiLh decre,l ing 
height. At the three upper tation the range of 
variation in inclination was of the orcler of ± 20° to 
± 30° for nominal wind peed of mile per hour and 
of the order of ± 10° at 16 miles per hour. Thi fact 
indicate that, a was previou ly noted regarding 
resultant Ye10cities, vertical componeni are independ
ent of the average wind speed. Fillctua tion in 
horizontal components, being of appro),.rjmately the 
.'tme magnitude a the n lIctuations in resultant veloci

ties, were of the order of ± 4 mile per hour. Vertical 
component increased in magnitude with heigh t. 
The combincl tion of rela ti ,-ely high wind peed and 
inclinations at a height of 51 feet indicates that at this 
elevation fluctuations of yertictll component of veloc
ity were also of the order of ± 4 miles per hour. 

It can readily be appreciated that the conditions 
encountered by a landing airplane are not repre ented 
by the conditions that prevail at any instant in a 
vertical section of the 51-f00t layer of air. In order to 
obtain a general indication of the conditions that 
might have been encountered by an airplane in a land
ing approach for ome of the cases sho\\-n in figure 3 
to 9, the following method was used: It was assumed 
that the airplane mo,ed horizontally relative to the 
air with a con tan t velocity of 70 feet per second and 
bad a constant rate of de cent of 10 feet per second 

regardless of vertical air currents encOlmtered. Con
ditions encountered at ome desired time at the 51-
foot level were spotted on the curve for thi leyel. 
For the a sumed conditions, the airplane reachcd the 
36-foot level 1% econds after pa sing the 51-foot level, 
and moved upstren,m 105 feet r lative to the air. 
Therefore, the time interval t required for this air 
distance was calcula ted by I1S liming Lhe 11 \'erage speed 
over this interval to be Lhe same as tlte average at 51 
feet, and a point was potted on the curve for LIte 36-
foot level fit t econcls later thnn the point at the 51-
foot leyel. A imilar procedure was followed for each 
step of the descent, 1I ing as average wind velocity 
over ea,ch increment the tl verag velocit.v at the sta rt 
of the increment. Point obtained by this procedure 
for a ample ca e i11'e shown by the broken line in 
figure 7. 

Curves showing the horizontal and vertical compo
nent of the wind speed that would thu be encountered 
are hown for several cases in figures 11 to ] 4. 
Although the method is rather inexact, it serve the 
intended purpose of giving consideration to nuctua
tion of wind velocity with time a well a with altitude. 
One objection to thi method of interpretation i that 
the wind front Oll which the measurement were 
obtained ha no width and di tllrbance actually may 
not extend 0yer a dist<lIlce equ<ll to the span of the 
airpLme. 

The eITect on the motion of a gliding airplane that 
encounter di turban e. IIch a' ome of tho e hown in 
figure 11 Lo 14 would appear to be large. In orclN to 
determin Wht1t the effect might be for a hypothetical 
ca e it wa. neceSSl1ry to resort to a step-by-step inte
gration with a olution by lrial and error. Data were 
used for elTl actll,ll airplane (Doyle 0 2) for which lift, 
draer, mOlllent of inertia, and pitching-moment char
acteristic were ImowD (reference 5). The elevator was 
itS umed to be held tationary and the airplane "Ta 
a sumed to be gliding steadily at the 51-foot level, a 
though the condition prevailing at that 1e,Tel extended 
upwnrd indefinitely. For gliding de cent in still air, 
the airplane wa a Slimed to have a horizontal com
ponent of velocity of 70 feet per eeond, a, vertical 
component of velocity of 10 fect per second, an attitude 
angle of 6.3°, and an angle of attack of 14.4°. The 
re lilts of the calculation are hown in table I. It is 
intere ting to note the increa e in vertical ,'elocity to 
more than 20 feet per second and a decided change in 
attitude to a no e-down condition. Changes in angle 
of attack were small. 

,imilar calculations were made to determine the 
effect of the average ermdi nt in a fairly strong wind. 
The re ults of these calculation are al 0 shown in 
table I. Here again it was a umed that the gradient 
\Va encountered at the 51-foot level, condition above 
that elevation being constant. The vertical velocity 
in this case increased to 16.6 feet per second. 
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It is worth noting in connection with thi subject 
that the initial rate of climb as well as the rate of 
de cent tends to be increa cd by the effect of the 
ondient with height. Quantitative data for climbs of 
50 feet are given for several airplane in reference 6. 
The e daLa show as much as 100 percent increase in 
the rate of climb in ome rases. It would be well to 
keep this fllct in mind, pllrticularly when determining 
the ability of an airplane to clear obstacle in take-ofl'. 

PH EC1Sro 

Angle on the photographic record were mea ured 
to within ± 2°. As regards the magnitude of the wind 
\'elocity, an error of 2° correspond to an error of ± 1 
mile per hour. Con istent errors of probably not 
greater than ±0.3 mile per hour may have been 
in troduced by calibration errors of the pendulum . 
Changes in direction of the wind that cause mi aline
ment of the indicators rclati\'e to the vertical plane 
containing the optical axi of the camera. would tend 
to produce ins!O'nificant errors in the apparent pen
dulum angle, but might introduce errors a great a 
about 4° in the apparent angles of inclination. Inertia 
of the vanes and pendulum probably introduces 
errors of appreciable magnitude for very harp fluc
tuations, so that a true picture of the wind structure i 
not shown by the result . The effect of the inertia on 
the general magnitude of the fluctuation doe not 
appear to be very important, however, ince [tn eyalua
tion of records taken at high film peed did not 
indicate the existence of free oscillations of any con
sidera,ble magnitude for cithe1' the vanC's or the 
pendulum . 

LANDING MEA UREME 1'8 

APPARAT SAD PRO ED HE 

Apparatus.- A Vel'Yille airplane (fig. 15) wa u cd 
for tbe landing te ts. In preparation for the e te t 

the fll elage Wa reinforced and a special landing gear 
wa in taIled (fig. 16) that wa designed to withstand a 
load factor of 12 iu landing. In the de ign of the land
ing gear no consideration was given to the aerodynamic 
qualities of th O'eal', the primary considerations being 
energy-absorbing capacity, trength, and geometric 
a rrangement. The geur lItilized hock-a b orbing ,tntt 
haying a troke of 16.7 inehrs, which in tum I ennitted 
a 24-in b di placement of the center of grtl\'ity of the 
airplan e. The design load factor of 12 was based on an 
expected maximum rate of de cent at contact of 30 
feet PPl' second. Thi probable maximum rate of 
de cent was determined from con ideration of a fixed
elevator glide landing made in a pl'eviou cries of 
tests with the am airplane in its normal condition, 
wherein the airplane was damaged at contact. 

A recording phototheodolite was developed to 
determine the motion of the landing airplane relati ve 
to the ground. Thi apparatu (fig. 17) consisted essen
tially of a sprinO'-driven motion-picture camera fitted 
to 11 mounting that permitted freedom for rotation 
abou t horizontal and vertical axes, the mOllnting 
being connected by cord to an instrument that re
corded the angular displacement about these axe. 
The latter in trument w'a of the type usually employed 
for recordinO' control position of an airplane in flight. 
The c.unera wa equipped with a 15-inch focal length 
lens and operated at an expo ure time of }~2 second. 

In order to record time intervals on the motion
picture film, a timing light was mounted in the camera 
field about 2 inche in front of the camera lens. This 
light Wit encased in a hell containing a hort focal 
1 ngth len interpo ed betw('cn the light tUld the camera 
lens. With thi arrangement the timing light regis
tered on the motion-picture film only when incd,nde -
cent, as hown in fiO'uI'e 1 . A timer was employed Lo 
operate the liO'ht at 1- econd interyal . 

FIGURE 15.-Verville airplane witb original landing gear. 
72253-34--2 
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F,GURE lG.- Verville airplane modified for landing tests. 

A special flllder wa provided for sighting the 
camera on the airplane. This finder con isted of a 
tube fitted with cross hail' at the objective end, the 
tube having a ratio of length to internal diameter 
equal to the ratio of the focal length of the camera 
to the height of the image field. The finder al 0 

erved as a handle for manipulating the camera. 
In trument were mounted in the airplane to record 

air peed, angle of attack, and position of the coo
trol. The angle-of-attack recorder con i ted of a 
vane pivoted abo ut a horizontal axis, mounted on a 
boom forward of the upper wing, and connected by 
cords to a mechanism that recorded the angular 
po ition of the vane. The use of thi instrument 
required a calibration to determine the alinement of 
the vane a a function of angle of attack. The other 
in truments were of the type usually employed by 
the .A.O.A. in flight te ts. The r ecord obtained 
with the instruments were synchronized at 1- econd 
intervals by means of a timer. 

Test procedure.- At the out et, it was necessary 
to determine the relation between air peed, rat of 
de cent, and elevator po ition for the airplane used. 
The results of the e preliminary te ts (fig. 19) were 
used to determine the " best" air speed for glide 
landings on the ba is of change in rate of de cent 
for a given change in air speed, the be t air peed 
occurring where the change in rate of Ie cent as 
a minimum for a change in air speed of approximately 
± 6 mile per hour. Incidentally, it may be noted 
that the e results, a well as the result of glide test 
on several conventional airplane, show that the bes t 
air speed i about 5 to 10 percent greater than the 

minimum gliding sp d . It may also be noted that 
the attitude corresponding to the best air speed i , 
in general, rea onably atisfactory for landing. During 
these preliminary test the dynamic longitudinal 

FIGURE 17.-Hecordin g phototheodolitc. 

stability of the airplane in the low-speed gliding rallge 
was observed to be satisfactory. 
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The landing te is consisted of normal, pancake, 
~md fixed-elevator glide landing in smooth air; 
normal and pancake landings in rough air; and simu
lated landings in rough air with fixed elevator. In 
the simulated landing the record were started at 
an elevation of about GOO feet and the elevator was 
held appro;..-imately tationary for a long as the 
pilot deemed advisahle . Although a strap was con
nected to th(' tick to a i t the pilot in holding the 
elevat.or tat.ionary in the fixed- tick glide, he was 
una ble t.o do 0 and sUlall elevator mo\rements 
occulTed. 

FIGURE I~. Enlarged camera record~ : (a) Noninterference of timing light. 
(b) Record of liming-light fil ament. 

The recording phototheodolite wa set up for 
landing test a shown in figure 20. After the camera 
tation C was located, a reference line A C wa estab

Ii hed and marker B were placed on the field parallel 
to the wind direction at a di tance of approximately 
800 feet from the camera. The e marker con i ted 
merely of pieces of cloth laid on the ground to indicate 
to the pilot the de ired point of contact and flight 
direction, the method of mea urement being depend
ent on the pilot's following a straight line of flight 
during the approach for landing. 

In order to establish definitely the line of ilight 
E'F' actually followed during the approach for land
ing, the airplane was equipped with two weighted 
streamers that could be relea ed by the pilot when 
desired. One streamer E wa dropped at an eleva
tion of several feet immediately prior to the tarting 
of the recording in trumcnt in the airplane. The 
econd streamer F was dropped seyeral second latcr, 

after the airplane had made contact with the ground 
in the actual landings or while it was still in the air in 
the simulated landings. The positions of the e two 
treamer were located with respect to the reference 

line by triangulation, a transit being used to make the 
required mea mements. 

Shortly before a landing, the recording photo
theodolite was leveled and sighted along the reference 
line and a short record taken to obtain a record of 
the angular po ition of reference point A. During the 
landing the CHmera C' was sighted on the airplane 
before the fir t streamer was dropped and was tarted 

HOrizontal velocity, fp.s. 
50 60 70 80 90 100 lID /20 /30 

FIGURE Ig.-Relations of air speeds, rates of d cent, and ele"ntor sctlinvs of modi · 
fied Yerville ai rplane in tcady glides. 

at the in tant that thi treamer .vas se('n to leave 
the airplane . The camera wa topped after the 
airplane had made contact with the ground or upon 
the relea e of the econd treamer. 

Evaluation of data,- In the e\Taluation of I' cord a 
datum time Wa u ed to ynchronize the data obtained 
from the I' cording photo theodolite with record from 
the in trument mounted in the airplane. In the 
actual landing the datum time wa taken a the 
in tant of contact with the ground_ In the motion
picture records till in tant Wa indicated by the point 
at which the airplane wheel tarted rotating, seg
ment of the wheel baving been marked with wbite 
paint to make thi method of identification possible. 
For the record obtained with the in trument mounted 
in the ai.rplane, the in tant of contact wa determined 
by observing the accelerometer record, the other 
record being ynclu'onized with the accelerometer 
records by means of the timer as previously noted. 
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In imulated landings, the datum time wa taken as 
the in tant of relea e of the second streamer. This 
streamer was large enough to be visible in the motion
picture records and was relea ed simultaneously with 
the stopping of the recording instrument in the 
airplane. 

Records of the angular po i tion () and f of the optical 
a).."l of the camera a a function of time were obtained 
directly with the recording pho to theodolite. In gen
eral, however, the optical axi of the camera was not 
directed exactly at the center of gravi ty of the airplane. 
Thi deviation wa hown by the position of the air
plane in the motion-picture photograph and i indi
cated by the angles 0 and cp on fiO'ure 20. COlTections 
for the deviation of the optical axis were made in 
order to obtain time hi tories of the angular po ition 
of the line C'P joining the center of gravity of the 
airplane and the camera. ucce ive position of the 
airplane in the vertical plane containing the line of 

------
c 

attitude angles were deduccd by means of the following 
approJl."lmate expres ion: 

\ _ t -[ tan 1/1 + tan (ex - 90 0
) in Em 

A - an 0 co f ", sec (a-gO ) 
where 
A i the cOl'rected attitude. 
1/;, the apparent attitude. 
a, the angle between the vertical plane of the fligh t 

path and the vertical pl ane of the optical axi 
(fig. 20). 

f in the mean of the angular elevation of the optical 
uxi f and the angular elevation of the airplane f a . 

(The difference between the e elevation anO'les wa 
neces al'ily mall as the optical a).."l of the camera 
wa always directed approximately on the airplane. ) 

RES l.TS 

The re lilts of the landing measurement are pre
ented in figures 21 to 27, inclu ive, and in table II . 

FIGURE 20.-Field layout (or recording phototheodolite. 

Bight, as es tablished by the weighted treaIner, were 
determined by triangulation. Horizontal and vertical 
components of displacement were then plotted again t 
time and differentiated graphically to determine the 
velocity components. The wind peed was deduced a 
the difference between the horizontal components of 
recorded air speed and the horizontal component of 
velocity along the flight path measured with reference 
to the ground. 

The attitude of the airplane wa al 0 deduced from 
the records obtained with the recording phototheodo
lite. The apparent attitudes shown by the motion
picture records were mea ured, but required correction 
owing to the inclination of the optical axi to the verti
cal plane containing the line of flight. The true 

Figures 21, 23, and 25, re pectively, present data from 
normal, pancake, and fixed-elevator glide landing 
made in mooth ail'. Figure 22 and 24 were obtained 
from representative normal and pancake landings 
made in rough air, and figure 26 from data fo]' a imu
lated fixed- levatoT glide landiuO' made in rough air. 
Figure 27 iULI trates tbe hor tening of the landing 
approach obtained with the airplane us d in the test 
by mean of a flxed-elevatol' glide landing in zero wind . 
Table II shows the landing characteristic at contact for 
the typ ical ase . It houid be noted that the ver tical 
velocity of conta t of 20.7 fe t per eco nd foJ' the 
smooth-air pancake landing is unusually sever a 
compared with what would be p rmis ible with an 
airplane having a normal landing gear. 
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FiG URE 23.- Pancake landing ill smooth air. 
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FIGURE 25.-FLxed-elevator landing in smooth air. 
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FIO URE 22.-Normallauding in rough air . 
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The results presented in figure 21, 23, and 25 show 
that in smooth air the motion of the airplane remains 
reasonably steady without appreciable movement of 
the elevator. Figures 22 and 24 show, however , that 
in rough air the elevator must be moved vigorously to 
maintain approximately the desired attitude and flight 
path. An indication of what may happen if the ele
vator is not moved during a glide in rongh ai l' is 
presented in figure 26. In the glide from which these 
data were obtained, the pilot a.ttempted to hold the 
con troIs in fixed position from an al ti tude of approxi
mately 650 feet down to 130 feet. During this glide, 
between the altitudes of 550 feet and 350 feet, the 
rate of descent varied from 28 to 4 feet per second ; 
the attitude from 14° to _ 9°; and. the horizontal 
velocity, relative to the ground, from 5 to 2 feet per 
second. Unfortlmately, no air-speed record was 
obtained in this case. The horizontal veloci ty is 
presented in lieu of the air speed to fmnish an indica
tion of the variance in peed of the airplane. In 
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FIGURE 27,-Flight paths relative to air for normal landing and for fixed-el evator 
landing in smooth air. 

(From landings shoW'jl in figs, 21 and 25.) 

another fi..xed-elevator glide in rough air for which no 
records were obtained, owing to failme of the recording 
phototheodolite, the vertical velocity of the airplane 
was observed to increase rapidly without any appre
ciable change in attitude at an alti tude of approxi
mately 100 feet. At au altitude of about 50 feet the 
pilot attempted to recover from the high rate of 
descent by using the throttle. H e was unable to 
recover sufficiently, however, to avoid con tact with 
the ground at a high rate of descent. 

PRECISIO 

It is estimated that succes ive positions of the air
plane were determined from the phototheodolite 
records with a precision of ± 0.8 foot horizontally and 
± 0.5 foot vertically. Faired results reduce these 
errors to about ± 0.5 foot horizontally and ± 0.2 foot 
vertically. The velocities as determined from the 
slope of the displacement curves are estin1ated to have 
a precision of ± 3 feet per second horizontally and ± 2 

.... feet per second vertically. The air speeds nre believ d 
to be precise to within ± 3 feet per econd a regards 
ab olute values and ubject to no il.ppreciable errors 
as regards the magnitude of variations. The angle of 
attack, attitude angles, and elevator positions are 
believed to be precise to within ± 1°. Owing to the 
manner in which wind speeds 'were determined, the 
vtl.lues given are subj ect to the error in the air speed 
and the horizontal velocitie relative to the ground. 
H ence, the precision of the wind speeds is of th order 
of ± 3 feet per econd as regards both the general 
magnitude and the fluctuations with altitude. 

DISCUSSION 

The effect of gusts on a conventional airplane 
attempting a steady glide landing with fi..xed elevator 
is indicated by the analysis of the wind measurements 
and more conclusively demonstrated by the imlllated 
landings. Both phases of the investigation indicate 
the necessity for control of the airplane's motion by the 
pilot in order to prevent dangerous changes in attitude 
and rate of descent. Thus such landing are shown 
to be impracticable except for mooth-uir' condition ; 
even then the landings are much more severe than those 
normally encountered, so that in general 11 pecial 
landing gear is required. The impracticability of such 
landings arises not merely from the fact that the ele
vator is held in a fixed po ition, but also from the fact 
that the pilot's ability to control the airplane i limited 
by the low air speed and the high angle of attack at 
which the glide is made. For safety it is essential that 
the approach for landing in rough air be made with a 
considerable margin of speed and angle of attack, a 
procedure that is in accordance with the practice of 
experienced pilots. The usefulness or flXed-el vator 
glide landings for conventional airplanes therefore 
seems to be limited to such cases as emergency landings 
in which there i ample assurance that the air is smooth, 
as for example in fog. 

Conditions would be considerably more fa vora,ble for 
the attempted glide landing jf the airplane were 
equipped with a high-lift device that extend the lift 
curve without essentially modifying the wing character
istics in the normal range of angles of attack (for ex
ample, leading-edge slot or the leading-edge auxiliary 
airfoil de cribed in reference 7). The glide could then 
be made under essentially the same conditions as before 
as regards angle of attack, flight path, air speed, and 
attitude, while the exten ion of the lift curve would 
tend to provide the margin of angle of attack and air 
speed required for safety. As the elevator trawl 
would not be limited to the po ition corresponding to 
the desired gliding speed, it becomes apparent that the 
landing would then be essentially a normal landing, 
except that the airplane would be in a landing attitude 
throughout the approach. The usual change in atti
tude angle just before contact would not be essential 
in that case, provided that the landing gear were 

1, 
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capable of absorbing the shock resulting from the high 
rate of descent. 

The effect of the average gradient of velocity with 
height is of limited practical significance, inasmuch as 
the gr<tdient encountered in any particular case is prob
ably influenced to a great extent by gusts. It would 
be well to bear in mind, however, that such an average 
gradient exists and that the rate of a cent as well as the 
rate of descent tends to be increased by the effect of 
tIll gradient. That the initi!11 rate of climb in general 
is influenced by the wind velocity should be considered 
in connection with the measurement of take-off per
formance. A point worth noting in till connection i 
that the influence of the gradient tends to become con
fused with ground effect inasmuch as both factors in
fluence the performance of an airplane close to the 
ground. The influence of a wind gradient of given 
magnitude, however, depends upon the rate of ascent 
or descent, whereas ground eIrect influences the per
formance in level flight as well as in climbs or glide 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The results of the wind-velocity measurements, 
which cover a range of heights from 6 to 51 feet and a 
range of average ground-wind speeds at the lower 
height of 8 to 16 miles per hour show: 

a. An average increase in velocity with height that 
. d . 1 b I I· V (71. )1 /7 IS expresse approxunate y y t 1e re atlOn VI = ht . 

b. MaJ-:imum variations in horizontal components of 
the order of ±4 miles per hour without perceptible 
dependence on the average velocity or the height. 

c. Maximum variations of vertical components in
creasing in magnitude with height to a value of the 
order of ±4 miles per hour at a height of 51 feet, with
out perceptible dependence on the average velocity. 

2. Unchecked glide landings in gusty air with the 
conventional airplane are unduly hazardous even 
though the airplane is equipped with a landing gear of 
unusual shock-absorbing capacity. The hazard would 
tend to be reduced by the addition of the type of high
lift device that extends the lift curve without modify
ing the wing characteristics in the normal range of 
angles of atttLck. 

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LA130RATORY, 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO AUTICS, 

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April 3, 1934. 
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TABLE I.-CALCULATED EFFECT OF WIND GRADIENT ON A LA DING AIRPLA E 

Computations based on gradients sbown Computations based on gradients sbown Computations based on average gradient 
for 15 m.p.b. ground wind witbout in fig. 13, starting time 1 second in fig. 14, starting time 4 seconds fluctuations 

lleight above ground. _________ feet ._ 
Vertical velocity relative to 

51 41 31 21 11 6 51 41 I 31 21 11 6 51 41 31 21 11 6 

air. __ .. _________ ._feet per second._ -10.0 -12.5 -17.6 -20.7 -22.9 -24.6 -10.0 -13.0 -16.1 -19.1 -20.7 -21. 7 -10.0 -10.5 -12.1 -13.9 -15.S -16.6 
Vertical velOCity relative to ground ___ . __ . ____ . _. ______ . do __ .. - .7 -11.3 -16.6 -20.7 -23.3 -24.0 -14.3 -14.3 -15.2 -17.4 -19.S -21.0 -10.0 -10.5 -12.1 -13.9 -15.S -16.6 
llorizontal velocity relative 

to air. _ ... _____ . ____________ do ____ 70.0 61. 6 58.8 59.2 66.S 58.3 70.0 67.4 64.7 61.7 63.0 59.7 70.0 68.5 67.5 67.0 66. S 65. S 
llorizontal velocity relative 

35.5 39.0 32.6 32.4 33.1 34.5 36.6 37.7 41. 0 40.9 41.1 41.S 43.0 43.S to ground __ ._. ____ . _____ . ___ do._._ 33.3 32.9 33.7 37.9 
Flight;r.atb angle ____ .. _____ degrees __ -S.1 -11. 5 -16.7 -19.3 -1.9 -~~:~ - .1 -10.9 -14.0 -17.2 -IS. 2 -20. 0 -S.1 - .7 -10.2 -11.7 -13.3 -14.1 
Attitu e angle ____ .. __ .. ___ . __ do._._ 6.3 3.5 -0.9 -4.1 -5.3 6.3 5.3 2.2 -0.7 -3.2 -4.3 6.3 5.6 4.2 2.5 1.1 0.2 
Angle oC attack ___ . __ ._. __ ._._do __ ._ 14.4 15.0 15. 15.2 13.6 16.1 14.4 16.2 16.2 16.5 15.0 15.7 14.4 14.3 14.4 14.2 14.4 U.3 

I 

TABLE H.-LA DI G CHARACTERI TICS AT CONTACT FOR MODIFIED VERVILLE AIRPLANE 

Type oC landing Air conditions 

N ormal __ .. _. _ .. __________________ . ____ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Smootb ___ . ________ . _ .. _. __ _ . __ 
Do .. __ . _. ____ . __ . _. _ ... ____ . _ .. ___ __ .. _ .. ___ . __ Bumpy .. ..... _. _ .. ___ . __ __ ___ _ 

Pancake _____ . __ .. _._ .. _._ .. ____ ._ . ______ ._ .... _.__ Smooth. _ .. _ .. _._._ ..... _____ ._ 
Do __________ .. _______ . _________ .. __ ._._ ... __ .__ Bumpy .. __ ._ .. __ ..... _ .. __ . __ _ 

Fixed elevator glide __ . ___ .. _._ .. __ ____ .... ___ . __ . __ Smootb .. .. _._. __ ._. __ ____ . ___ _ 

Air speed 

Feet per 
second 

2 
9 

71 
72 
83 

Angle oC 
attack 

Degrees 
13.5 
16.5 
IS.2 
17.4 
10.5 

llorizontal velocity 

Attitude 1---......----1 
Air Ground 

Feet per Feetpu 
Degrees second second 

14 2 71 
14 9 SI 

------------ 68 52 
11. S 71 42 
1.2 S2 68.5 

Vertical 
velocity 

]/eet per 
second 

0.5 
3.6 

20.7 
7.4 

13.9 

Elevator 
angle 

Degrees 
26 
24 
27.5 
30 
6.5 
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...... ...... 

Z 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 

Axis 

Force 
(parallel 

Sym- to axis) 
Designation bol symbol 

LongitudinaL __ X X 
LateraL _______ Y Y 
NormaL _______ Z Z 

Absolute coefficients of moment 

C =~ C = l.f 
Z gbS m qcS 

(rolling) (pitching) 

D, Diameter 
p, Geometric pitch 
p/D, Pitch ratio 
V, , Inflow velocity 
V., Slipstream velocity 

Moment about axis Angle Velocities 

Designation 

Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
Yul\ing _____ 

N 
On= qbS 
(yawing) 

Sym-
bol 

L 
.II 
N 

Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular direction tion bol nent along 

axis) 

Y----+Z RolL ____ q, u p 
Z----+X Pitch ____ 8 1/ q 
X----+Y yaw _____ 

'" 
w T 

Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutra.l 
position), 8. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 

P, Power, absolute coefficient Op= ~V pn 
G., ~vs Speed-power coefficient= Pn2 

1}, Efficiency 

'1', '1' n, Reyolutions per second, r .p .s. 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT=~ 

Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2~n) pn • 
<P, 

Q, Torque, absolute coefficient 00 = 9D 5 on 

1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-lb./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. =2.2369 m.p.h. 

5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 

1 lb. = 0.4536 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m = 3.2808 ft. 


